Pastoralni Svet – Brezmadežna Čudodelne Svetinje (Toronto)
Pastoral Council – Our Lady of the Miraculous Medal (Toronto)

MEETING MINUTES (50th Anniversary Celebrations)
Meeting #14 – May 16, 2011

Attendees:
Cvetka Andrejaš
Father Valentin Batič
Father Antonio Burja
Mojca Dimperio
Robert Ferkul
Marjeta Franc
Sonya Horvat
Sr. Kristina
Rozika Nesich
Andrej Pahulje
Paula Petersen
Milan Vinčec
Josephine Žilavec

No.

Representing:
Church Secretary
Pastor
Associate Pastor
Women’s Choir (Naša Pesem)
Planika / Mladi Glas
Slovenian Apostolic Circle
Catechists
Sisters of Mary
Catholic Women’s League
Church Organist
Scouts
Slovenian School
Nageljčki / Nagelj

Discussion:

1.

Distribution of Agenda
No Agenda was prepared for this meeting.

2.

Opening Prayer
Fr. Batič began the meeting with a prayer commemorating the 50th
Anniversary of our Parish.

3.

Previous Minutes
Milan Vincec reviewed previous discussions about the plans for the 50th
Anniversary.

4.

50th Anniversary Plans –
a. It was confirmed that Fr. Franc Letonja will be attending our celebration.

Action:
Info.

Fr. Batič

Milan Vincec

All

b. Stage performances and preparations will be organized by Paula
Petersen and Andy Pahulje.
c. Jerry Grasby (and possibly Andy Kure) will be responsible for sound (to
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be confirmed). This includes ensuring we have the required mics, proper
sound volumes, etc. It was also noted that a podium will be required for the
emcees and speakers. Careful planning of what, when and where things
are needed will be required as there will not be any practice run-through
prior to the banquet.

Paula
Petersen

d. A detailed agenda had been distributed to members by Paula Petersen.
Changes had been made and a revised agenda will be distributed. Certain
requirements were outlined such as ensuring that the young performers will
be put to the beginning of the program to ensure that they will not be too
tired. Each program should not to be too long. The program will begin prior
to dinner being served and then again during breaks. Performances will
take place on stage to ensure enough seating on the floor. A final agenda
will be distributed upon all input from each participant.
e. Speakers: Felix Sebanc wrote something that will talk about when the
original parishioners came, why they started going to Christ the King Parish,
and how they started having Slovenian masses. He will also talk about how
the land was purchased and the church began.
Stane Kranjc – will talk about how the Scouts was started.
History of the parish’s Catholic’s Women’s League to be determined (can be
Mrs. Ferkul, Mrs, Oserdkar or Rozi Nesich).
Father Zrnec – Was here for the blessing of the church. Hopefully he will
say something.
Anthem to be sung before.
Ambassador Kunstelj and Cardinal Rode will also say something.
We can ask the Cardinal to present an acknowledgement of the 50th
Anniversary.
The program will then continue with older dance groups, choirs, etc. It was
discussed that all the choirs join in together for a last song prior to the close
of the program (different song titles were discussed with Tio Maria being the
overall favourite to be sung).
f. Food and drinks will be provided for the performers in the small hall,
however everyone will be kept upstairs until their assigned program time.
Paula and Mojca will take care of the children.
g. A picture of all the speakers can be taken after the program for the
church yearbook.
h. Leaders of the performers should ensure that the performers are close to
the front of the stage otherwise they will not be appropriately heard or seen.
They should be right up to the microphones or their voices will be lost.
i. Groups should be told to come for 6:30.
j. Domobransi mass – mass is for all people who have come here, built this
place, for all who are a part of the history. This mass just happens to
coincide with the same weekend as our anniversary.
k. The event will be advertised on the Slovenian radio program with a
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separate request for baked goods as well. Everyone is asked to ask their
group members to help and bring some baked goods.
l. Anyone interested in wearing their nosas for the weekend are encouraged
to do so. This is also the case for the masses on the Sunday.
m. The slide show, a pictoral history of the church, will be shown during the
meal.
n. There will be a few photographers to take pictures. Boris Ulcar will be
asked to take pictures as well as some other volunteers.
o. Rozi Nesich and Milan Vincec will be the emcees.
p. Sr. Veronica will take care of flowers for the church and hall.
q. Mrs. Kecmar has offered to make a cake.
r. Prayer cards will be handed out (Miraculous Medal cards).
s. Tables will be set up Friday evening. No chair covers. Cook needs to
know numbers by the Wednesday before.
t. Signage, advertising the 50th Anniversary, will go up that week. Milan
Vincec has taken care of this.
u. Each group should provide any and all information about their
performances so that the emcee can properly announce each performance.
v. Under the direction of Rozi Nesich, the CWL will prepare everything in
the hall for Sunday.
5.

Next Meeting:
Please be advised that the next meeting has been scheduled for June 13 at
7:30 p.m.

These minutes have been prepared by:
Sonya Horvat
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